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THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

Thank you,
Flat Earthers!

Between fake news, conspiracy theories, and conflicting news reports, truth
seekers today have to really dig to find the facts. One topic that has long
been a subject of ridicule is the theory of a flat earth.
Who hasn’t seen images showing ships teetering
at the very edge of a flat earth, just about to sail over
the edge? Such images underscore how ludicrous the
theory of a flat earth is, where one could walk right
up to the edge and, whoops! Better be careful you
don’t trip and fall!
Right?
The problem in finding the truth when dealing
with any widely ridiculed idea is that people tend to
dismiss the subject without first giving the evidence
a chance to present an alternative explanation. And
the truth is, spherical geometry very quickly establishes the world does, indeed, have a flat surface.
This is easily proven by the fact that, if the world
truly is nearly 24,000 miles around at the equator
as we’ve always been told, it is a simple math equation to discover that we can actually see further in
line-of-sight than we should be able to, based on the
curvature of a world that is 24,000 miles around at
the equator.

Alien invasion—not!

No, jumping off the edge of the world is not
the newest, easiest way to commit suicide. You
cannot actually fall off the edge of the world, since
it is enclosed. However, the significance of this new
understanding cannot be overlooked. The implications are very far reaching.
In 2011, after much careful study, the team at
World’s Last Chance (WLC) discovered that the “first
woe” spoken of in Revelation 9 was describing an
invasion of demons, disguised to appear as aliens.
Hollywood has long been molding the perceptions
of the world’s masses. Movies such as ET, Men in
Black, and the Transformers series, not to mention
science fiction television shows like Star Trek in its
many varied incarnations, have all shaped an expectation of legitimate alien life forms “out there”—most
of which are presented as hostile to human life on
earth.
This is all part of Satan’s end time plan to deceive
the world.

What this means

When WLC first learned Revelation 9 was describing an end-time delusion of demons pretending to
be aliens, we also believed in a round earth circling
the sun through billions of miles in space.
Now, through the selfless and much-maligned
work of researchers who have not been afraid to
spread the truth about the earth’s actual geography,
we have a clearer understanding of this prophecy.
Scripture also supports a flat, enclosed earth (not
surprising because truth will never contradict itself).
The truth is: while the surface of the earth can
be proven to be flat by spherical geometry, it is not
possible to just sail (or trip) off the edge of the world.
A vaulted dome encloses the earth just as Scripture
always described.
If there are other creatures that live
beyond our world, they are holy beings that
have never fallen. They would never wage a
war against humans.

The First Woe

The reality of a flat, enclosed earth establishes more
than ever that any “alien” presence or invasion is
nothing but a satanic deception.
The alien invasion described in Revelation 9 is
no different. When Satan is given the key to the
bottomless pit, hordes of demons will be allowed to
overrun the earth for 150 days.
I saw a star fall from heaven unto the earth: and to
him was given the key of the bottomless pit. And he
opened the bottomless pit; and there arose a smoke out
of the pit, as the smoke of a great furnace; and the
sun and the air were darkened by reason of the smoke
of the pit.
And there came out of the smoke locusts upon the
earth: and unto them was given power, as the scorpions of the earth have power. And it was commanded
them that they should not hurt the grass of the earth,
neither any green thing, neither any tree; but only
those men which have not the seal of Yah in their
foreheads.
And to them it was given that they should not kill
them, but that they should be tormented five months:
and their torment was as the torment of a scorpion,
when he striketh a man. And in those days shall men
seek death, and shall not find it; and shall desire
to die, and death shall flee from them. (Revelation
9:1-6)
This horrific experience is allowed in mercy to
awaken souls to the dire reality of the end of the
world and the importance of making a full surrender
to the Creator before it is forever too late.

Jesuits & Astronomy

The Jesuits are behind promotion of the heliocentric model of a globe earth, as opposed to the
Scriptural geocentric truth of a flat, enclosed earth.
The Society of Jesus has produced more astronomers
than any other religious order in history. These religious pseudo-scientists have had an active role in
shaping the perception of the world as vulnerable
to alien attack by extraterrestrials.
And no wonder! When the “alien” invasion foretold in Revelation 9 occurs, the pope will be the
popular choice to serve as mankind’s representative
in peace talks with the “aliens”. The authority this
new, powerful position brings will allow him to influence world leaders to make laws enforcing worship
on a false day, calculated by the papal, Gregorian
calendar. Protestant denominations will fall into line
as they have all embraced the Jesuits’ heliocentric
heresy and worship on the papal calendar.
The self-sacrificing efforts of the Flat Earthers to
reveal truth removes any excuse to be deceived when
the events foretold occur. The demonic/alien—possibly hybrid—invasion is for one purpose only: to
create an environment in which conformity is a
logical price to pay for safety. But it is all a complex
deception designed to enforce the mark of
the beast through worship on a false day.
Don’t be deceived.
Visit WorldsLastChance.com/en and
learn the truth while you still have time!

